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MARKET SUMMARY

FX Daily Δ* Wkly Δ

JPY 146.75  146.95   ▼0.11  ▼3.58

EUR 1.0944  1.0926   ▼0.0013  +0.0070

AUD 0.6618  0.6614   ▼0.0010  +0.0104

SGD 1.3300  1.3304   ▼0.0007  ▼0.0130

CNY 7.1812  7.1814   ▼0.0059  ▼0.0175

INR 82.73  82.77   ▼0.02  ▼0.13

IDR 15597  15590   +0  ▼150

MYR 4.6818  4.6818   ▼0.0017  ▼0.0407

PHP 55.38  55.38   ▼0.20  ▼0.60  

THB 35.41  35.39   ▼0.03  ▼0.43

*compared with previous day CLOSE(NY)
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TODAY'S COMMENTS & FORECAST                                                            
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- In fact, QQE could afford a greater degree of flexibility in targeting yield anchor across the
curve more flexibly; even if quantum of buying is announced before-hand.
- The upshot being, even if the whispers prove true and YCC is abandoned, it does not mean
yield anchor is forsaken. Far from. And insofar that the BoJ is highly unlikely to flirt with
self-harm from an abrupt policy turn, USD/JPY is more likely to be on a glide-path lower, not a
free-fall on assumptions of sharp drops in UST-JGB spreads. At least not on account of the BoJ.
Whereas unexpected dovish turn by the Fed is a different proposition altogether.
Suspended Buying & Belief: Of Bonds, BoJ & Bitcoin 
- Ahead of US inflation data, it appears that market went on the defensive with suspended UST
buying, resulting higher yields led by the front-end. But this is not necessarily suspended belief
in pivot. Rather, it is tactical trading to position for delays in rate cuts.
- Whereas the BoJ's suspended ETF buying, not triggered despite a 3% drop in the Topix, begs
questions of policy ground shift. But as explained above, one would have to suspend dis-delief to
conclude that this is a decisive policy turn to restriction. And one must suspend dis-belief to buy
a new narrative of Bitcoin bulls being fired up by caution and higher (real and nominal) rates.
- Crossing $72K in a fresh record landmark, Bitcoin begs the question of what is driving the
euphoria in this market. Certainly not the belief that Bitcoin will supplant the USD as
currency. It is worth reiterating this. Just because it makes money does not make it money.
Instead, it could be a conspiracy of cover (alongside ETF flow momentum) buoying Bitcoin. From
geo-politics and the awkward precarity of an absence of viable alternatives to assuage
irrefutable USD debasement fears.
FX Daily Outlook
- EUR/USD: Competitive pivot backdrop sets the tone for sideways above 1.09. 
- USD/JPY: Bets of BoJ turns mount to restrain recovery above 148.    
- USD/SGD: US CPI dis-inflation sets stage for sub-1.33 trading.
- AUD/USD: Worries over household balancesheets impedes druable recovery beyond 67 cents.

TODAY'S EVENTS
(JP) BSI All Industry/Large Mfg QoQ (1Q): 0.0/-6.7 (4Q: 4.8/5.7) | (JP) PPI YoY (Feb): 0.6% (Mkt: 0.5%; Jan: 0.2%) |
(PH) Trade Balance (Jan): (Mkt: -$4695m; Dec: -$4013m)| (MY) Industrial Production YoY (Jan): (Mkt: 0.2%; -0.1%)
(IN) CPI YoY (Feb): (Mkt: 5.0%; 5.1%) | (IN) Industrial Production YoY (Jan): (Mkt: 4.1%; Dec: 3.8%)
(US) CPI/Core YoY (Feb): (Mkt: 3.1%/3.7%; Jan: 3.1%/3.9%)
* A one-off 10bp adjustment to zero policy rate will have less of an impact than earlier YCC range tweaks that have added some 50-80bp 

Three Take-Aways:

1) BoJ "exit" from NIRP alongside YCC abandonment whispers as early as March, underpinned JPY.
2) But with QQE to supplant YCC, sharp JPY squeeze will be mitigated as BoJ exercises due caution.
3) Ahead of US CPI, UST yields higher (despite subdued USD). BTC record on cover, not currency.

BoJ & YCC: Why Not Every Curve(ball) is a Turn
- Reports by the Japanese press that the BoJ is considering abandoning yield curve control (YCC) was
arguably a decisive policy curve-ball.
- But not every yield curve(ball) is a policy turn. Fact is, the BoJ has a full suite of tools to
calibrate. And above all, an aversion to cavalier boat-rocking.
- To that end, BoJ chief Ueda has stressed that (NIRP and YCC) tightening tweaks don't preclude wider
policy accommodation. Nonetheless, markets were stirred, if not startled, by reports fuelling
prospects of policy exit as early as March (next week). Especially as whispers of a wider array
tightening tweaks was backed by data; from skirting a recession to strong wage growth.
- JPY has been squeezed higher since whispers March exit of negative rates (NIRP) last week.
And since reports on YCC abandonment broke in the local press, Nikkei swooned 2.2%.
- Resultant, albeit inadvertent,"carry" squeeze ostensibly had a wider "risk off" impact, dragging
equities elsewhere. To be clear, a controlled (+10bp) exit from NIRP (to ZIRP) is well-telegraphed;
and par for the course. Crucially, it is not a tightening cycle.
- Fact is, a one-off NIRP-to ZIRP* transition is not inconsistent with policy accommodation.
- YCC abandonment though may admittedly has the potential for much more pronounced tightening
impact. In particular, if JGB yields are lifted significantly from global yield pull; given over 300bp of
(UST-JGB) spread. But it is misguided to assume that the BoJ will allow JGB yields (and monetary
policy more widely policy) to become unhinged - in every sense.
- For one, it is hasty to conclude from rumours that the BoJ will abandon YCC in one fell swoop
imminently and unconditionally. What's more, and crucially, let's not forget that relinquishing YCC, a
price-driven policy, will be mitigated by resuming more active QQE* (a quantity-driven policy).Despite
the different mechanisms, both have the same aim. To anchor yields along the curve.
OVERNIGHT RESULTS
(JP) GDP Deflator YoY (4Q F): 3.9% (Mkt: 3.8%; Prelim:3.8%) |(JP) GDP Annualized SA QoQ (4Q F): 0.4% (Mkt: 1.1%; -0.4%)
(US) NY Fed 1-Yr Inflation Expectations (Feb): (Jan: 3.0%)
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